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Abstract

Genebanks provide important conservation and distribution systems for the delivery 

of genetic diversity. Despite the importance of access to information by plant 

breeders and other germplasm users, backlogs in characterization and evaluation, 

as well as analysis, are widespread. At the Nordic Genetic Resource Center a process

was initiated in which researchers, technicians and statisticians were invited to a 

series of workshops to identify and analyse current and old data with the open 

source R software. This article summarizes our results by emphasizing three 

selected datasets, namely those of pea, barley and red clover. The objective was the

process itself, rather than producing a specific scientific output. We demonstrate 

how summary statistics can be used to note problems. Thereafter, we discuss how 

graphical tools can be applied in the type of multivariate analysis of data commonly 

found in genebanks. 
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1. Introduction

Globally, there are more than 1500 germplasm collections with a total of 7.4 million 

accessions (FAO, 2010). Genebanks provide important conservation systems for 

genetic diversity. However, in many collections characterization and evaluation are 

often unsatisfactory. There are known to be backlogs in data recording as well as in 

analysing and dissemination of results. Genebanks thus fall short of providing the 

required data, or prevent users from readily accessing the genetic materials. The 

international community therefore regards characterization, evaluation and 

dissemination of such information as important objectives. The Nordic germplasm 

collection (here abbreviated as NGB) consists of approx. 35,000 accessions (SESTO, 

2015). During 2014, a series of participatory workshops were held to analyse 

collections using the open access statistical computer program R (CRAN 2015). 

Various textbooks are available for introduction and training in R, such as Adler 

(2010), Borcardet al. (2011), Crawley (2005 and 2013), Everitt & Hothorn (2010) or 

Kabacoff (2015), as well as online sources such as R Core Team (2015). However, 

little has been done specifically designed for the genebank community. In addition, 

the major obstacle is initiating the process, i.e. overcoming the initial, high barrier. 

M. J. Crawley’s (2005) comments are apposite in this context: “Learning R is not 

easy, but you will not regret investing the effort to master the basics.”  We can 

elaborate with further quotes: Everit & Hothorn 2011 wrote: “The majority of 

datasets collected by researchers in all disciplines are multivariate, meaning that 
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several measurements, observations, or recordings are taken on each of the units in 

the dataset.” To conclude on the basis of these two quotes:  we know that R is not 

simple and genebanks need multivariate tools. Therefore, graphical presentations, 

which are usually multivariate, are well-suited to communicating both distribution 

and variability of genetic resources. In this regard, the functions available in 

Windows Office (Excel and PowerPoint) can be useful. However, as soon as more 

advanced statistical functionalities are required, additional software are needed. We 

have therefore worked out an introduction for use of the open access system R, 

which supports both graphical representation and more advanced statistical 

methods (when these are required). In other words, after having worked out the 

initial investigations, which we present here, there are few limits to continuing with 

appropriate advanced methods for follow-up analysis. We have restricted ourselves 

to discussing how to get started with the analysis of genebank data. To this end we 

merely employed basic R, largely refraining from the different packages (using 

merely rpart in order to demonstrate this option). In this paper, we will focus mainly 

on graphical scripts in R and how statistics can be used to map out or compare 

collections. Employing rather simple methods, we try to extract information relevant

to breeders and other germplasm users, emphasizing morphological data. The work 

should be regarded as part of an effort to focus greater attention on the importance 

of putting germplasm collections to use.  In the light of the ongoing climate changes,

population growth and the reduction in crop diversity, new initiatives are required to 

assure and sustain food security (Betts and Hawkins 2014). Germplasm in one part 

of the world may be of great value in other parts of the world. In a future scenario 

genebanks may act as hubs for the distribution of germplasm and the reciprocal 

exchange of information. 
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2. Materials and methods

The following section includes a brief introduction of the workshop process, followed 

by a presentation of the datasets in their respective sub-sections. This is followed by

a description of how to install R and get started.  

Scientific and technical staff in the extended genebank network of the Nordic 

Genetic Resource Center (Alnarp, Sweden) were invited to six internal workshops 

from 2013 to 2015. At an early stage, backlogs in analysis and dissemination of 

characterization and evaluation experiments were identified. Over the years, data 

had been compiled but not analysed or published. More than 10 of such datasets 

were gathered and included in the further working process. The core of the 

workshops was to apply R in the analysis of data. We detected common problems 

and structured our paper around three of the datasets, which had some problems in 

common, but in their separate ways indicate solutions. For a detailed description of 

the process we prepared a manual of 175 pages showing how to carry out the 

solutions, using R for the examples given (Yndgaard & Solberg, unpublished). The 

manual is available on request or through our ResearchGate accounts. As our 

principal objective is to showcase an ongoing learning process rather than the 

findings per se, we use the present rather than the past tense in the results and 

discussion section. Function names in R are given in italics. The scripts are 

presented within framed boxes which can be copied into R and into which notes and 

comments can be incorporated. It is worth noting that in R scripts the text to the 

right of the “#“ sign in command lines is ignored. Several R commands can be 

entered in the same box and several commands can be entered on the same line 

merely separated by the character “;”. Small-sized Courier New fonts were for 

outputs from R to distinguish our comments from the outputs from R. 
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As mentioned above, we have used only basic R language, but we give a brief 

presentation of “RStudio” in the manual for those cases in which a menu-driven 

user’s guide is preferable. RStudio is open access software, and serves as a modern 

interface for R.

Pea dataset: A special collection of Pisum

Our first example is taken from a special collection, the Weibullholm Pisum collection

which includes 3427 accessions collected since the 1920s. The collection was 

maintained at the private plant breeding company Weibullholm before being 

donated to the genebank. Part of the collection is kept at the John Innes Centre 

(Norwich, UK) and the collection was important to the creation of comprehensive 

database documentation of genetic resources in the early 1980s (Blixt, 1982). Over 

time, the collection has been conserved and data compiled; however, the full value 

of the characterization and evaluation data has not been realized (Table 1). In this 

setting, the dataset will be used to demonstrate how R can be used to map out a 

large collection, to spot where there may be missing values that remain to be found 

and to examine the inter-trait relationship relevant to breeders.

Table 1. Overview of most of the descriptors in the pea dataset

Short name Explanation and scale

LINE_
Weibullholm line number, line type 
and class

VARIETYNA
M Variety name
COUNT_ORI
G Country of origin
YEAR_OBT Year obtained or collected
YEAR_INCL Year included in collection
SPECIES_ Species, Subspecies and Covariant
PLANT_H_C
M Plant height (cm)
H_1ST_FLO
W Height to first flowering node (cm)
STEM_TH_ Stem thickness 1 and 2 (cm)
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NO_BAS_BR Number of basal branches
NO_OTH_BR Number of other branches
NO_1ST_FLO First flowering node
NO_FLOW_N
O Number of flowering nodes per plant
NO_INFL Number of inflorescences per plant
NO_FLOWER
S Number of flowers per plant
BEG_FLOWE
R

Days from sawing to beginning of 
flowering

END_FLOWE
R Days from sawing to end of flowering
NO_PODS Number of pods per plant
NO_EMB_5P Number of embryos in 5 pods
NO_SEED_5
P Number of seeds in 5 pods
SEEDW_1PL Seed weight for one plant (g)
PROT_CONT Crude protein content (%)
DBC_VALUE Dye-binding capacity
L_LEAFLETS Length leaflet (cm)
W_LEAFLET
S Width leaflet (cm)
L_STIPULES Length stipule (cm)
W_STIPULES Width stipule (cm)
NO_LEAF_1L Number of leaflets per leaf
NO_TEND_1
L Number of tendrils per leaf
L_INFLORES Length inflorescences (cm)

L_INFL_1FL
Length inflorescences - first flower 
(cm)

L_INFL_2FL
Length inflorescences - second flower 
(cm)

L_POD Length of pod (cm)
TKV Thousand seed weight (g)

Barley dataset:  Potential duplicates in two collections (VIR/NordGen)

One of the world's largest genebanks, the N.I. Vavilov Research Institute for plant 

industry (VIR), is situated in St. Petersburg and its collections contain more than 

300,000 accessions. Over time, VIR researchers have collected and exchanged 

seeds with the Nordic countries, especially with the Botanical Garden in Copenhagen
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and the plant breeders in Svalöv, Sweden. An important aspect of this work has 

been comparing accessions with the same (or similar names) in the two collections. 

For barley (Hordeum vulgare) a dataset with around 200 pairs of accessions was 

included. Field trials were carried out with one plot of VIR material next to one plot of

NGB material and scored for morphological traits (Table 2). 

Table 2. List of the descriptors in the barley data set

Short 
name

Explanation and scale

C_C Country of collection, VIR or NGB 
NUMBE Number of catalogue
NAME Name of accession
BOT Botanical variation
GH Growth habit, 1-spring: 5-intermediate: 9-winter
DHE Days to heading,  up to 100% of heads are half-way out of boot
DMA Days to maturity, up to 90% of plants have matured
DHM Days from heading to maturity
PLH Plant height (cm)
LOD Resistance to lodging (scale of 1-9)
RPM Resistance to Powdery mildew (scale of 1-9)
RDBB Resistance to dark-brown spot blotch (scale of 1-9)
RGSP Resistance to grain sprouting in spike (scale of 1-9)
RNO Spike type (1 for six-rowed, 2 for two-rowed, 3 for other)
KCV Kernel covering, 1 for naked grains, 2 for covered grain
ARG Awn roughness, 1 for smooth, 2 for rough
SGS Spikelet per spike, average from 5 typical spikes
SNS Seeds per spike, average from 5 typical spikes
SL Spike length (cm)
SDE Spike density (scale of 1-9)
GLW Glume width, 1 for narrow, 2 for wide
RHL Rachilla hair length, 1 for short, 2 for long
H_A Hoodedness-awnedness (scale of 1-6)
CCO Colour of caryopsis, 1 for white, 2 for blue, 3 for black 
LCO Lemma colour, 1 for white/brown, 2 for yellow, 3 for white, 4 for brown, 5 for 

black, 6 for purple
KWT 1000 kernel weight (in grammes)

Red clover dataset: Changes during regeneration
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Red clover (Trifolium pratense L.) is commonly used in grass-clover mixtures in 

temperate regions.  In genebanks, when seeds age or if the quantity is insufficient, a

new generation is grown from first-generation seeds. In this study we wanted to 

examine changes in morphological and agronomic traits in subsequent genebank 

generations relative to the material collected initially (Table 3). Keeping a reference 

sample of each generation (batch) is not always done, but we selected eight 

accessions classified as wild/semi-wild material and with reference samples that had

been stored and continued in vigour (germination ability above 70%). Twenty plants 

from each batch were cultivated in greenhouses in Alnarp, Sweden.  The wild 

accessions were compared to known cultivars. The scientific result is recently 

published (Solberg et al. 2015). Here we focus on how R can be used in the 

multivariate analysis of such data.

Table 3. List summarising of the majority of the descriptors in the red clover dataset

Short name Explanation and scale
Acc_Num NBG accession number if not otherwise 

indicated
Acc Accession experiment ID number
Gen 0-wild, B-first ex situ, C-second ex situ, V-

cultivar
Weight Plant weight at flowering (gram)
Flow Flowering day (day from start of growth)
StemL Stem length (cm)
StemT Stem thickness (mm)
Nodes Stem number of nodes
Hair Stem hair density, scale of (1-9 UPOV 2014)
LeafL Leaf length (mm)
LeafW Leaf width (mm)
White Leaf white areas, scale of 1-9 (UPOV 2014)
LeafCol Leaf colour (UPOV 2014)
GrowHab Plant growth habit (UPOV 2014)
DiamEa Early growth Plant diameter (cm)
EarlyG Early plant growth, 3=little, 5=medium, 7=large

Install R and get started – or learning by doing
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R is freely available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN 2015). As 

genebanks are often short of funding, open access solutions are a good option. 

Precompiled binaries are available for Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows. We work with 

Windows, so we followed the directions for installing the base product on the 

Windows platform. By means of installing optional modules (called packages) from 

CRAN, several additional functionalities are also available. No prior knowledge of R is

required to work out the examples, but some knowledge of Excel is assumed. 

R is useful both for analysis, evaluation and characterization of data and for other 

genebank processes. We show typical solutions for data handling and analysis 

detected during the workshops. 

By using commands, you decide what you want R to do. To run a command, select 

the command line and simultaneously press “CTRL R”. The R command: getwd() 

shows the actual work directory. 

getwd() # this function shows the actual work 

directory
[1] "C:/Users/Flemming/Documents/00manual"

Now we change the actual work directory to another, namely "dataexample". We 

enter the full path (which on my computer is 

"C:/Users/Flemming/Documents/00manual/dataexample") and check the selected 

work directory

setwd("C:/Users/Flemming/Documents/00manual/data

example")

getwd() # now we check the actual work directory 
[1] "C:/Users/Flemming/Documents/00manual/dataexample"

This is the new work directory.
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Usually we import the data from Excel csv files that exist on our computer, although 

data can be imported in other formats and even via connections (Kabacoff 2015). 

Objects obtain values in R by assignment, using the combination of “<-“; less and 

minus, without any spaces between the characters. We import the file 

"dataexample.csv" and using the “<-“ and save it in the date frame “inp”:

Inp  <- read.csv2(“./dataexample.csv",  

header=TRUE,sep=";", dec=",",skip=0) #

# remember to define the actual sep and decimal 

point.

We use the function head() to print the first and last two rows  of the imported file:

Head(inp ,2);tail(inp ,2) 

  Acc_Num Batch Acc_Code Acc Gen Type Plant_nr Weight Flow StemL StemT Nodes Hair LeafL LeafW White
1    1571     0       1A   1   A    1        1     56  126    25   3.1     4    7    50    27     1
2    1571     0       1A   1   A    1        2     58  129    19   2.3     4    5    40    24     3
  LeafCol GrowHab DiamEa EarlyG
1       7       7      8      7
2       7       7     11      7
      Acc_Num Batch Acc_Code Acc Gen Type Plant_nr Weight Flow StemL StemT Nodes Hair LeafL LeafW White
593 PL:100236     1       C8  C8   V    2       21    317  126   130   4.7     9    3    52    26     5
594 PL:100236     1       C8  C8   V    2       22    155  147    80   4.9     8    1    60    40     1
    LeafCol GrowHab DiamEa EarlyG
593       5       5     10      5
594       5       5     12      7
>

During a session you may want to get help information regarding a certain function, 

such as the mean. You can type help (“mean”) or ?mean; R then shows a description

of the functions arguments, return values, etc.

q() # to finish the session enter q() and press return
 Answer “Yes” to the question "Save workspace image?"
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Next time we want to use “dataexample” as work directory we can enter it directly 

and double-click on the .RData. R will then start from there and read in all previously

saved objects.
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3. Results and discussion

This next main section is divided into three sub-sections, one for each dataset. 

Within the sub-sections, important issues and tools are presented and discussed 

under individual headings.

The pea dataset: Using summary statistics to spot problems

During data preparation we “standardized” the missing data to NA, which is the 

usual R notation for missing data.  We will now look more closely at the content of 

data frame dfn (pea). Typically, you can use the summary function to take your first 

look at the data. At this stage, you’re looking for several common issues: missing 

values, invalid values and outliers.

The R function summary() is used to get the statistical summary:  

summary(dfn)

     acc            LINJETYP    LINE_CLASS           VARIETYNAM     COUNT_ORIG 
 Length:3427        1 :   1   CV     :1168   NA           :1449   NA     :972  
 Class :character   E : 592   MU     : 822   chlorotica   : 124   SWE    :917  
 Mode  :character   L :1614   CO     : 567   variomaculata:  45   SUN    :333  
                    NA:  93   XD     : 369   /xantha      :  35   BGR    :117  
                    V :1032   SE     : 223   /chlorina    :  31   ETH    : 93  
                    X :  95   NA     : 178   vix-cerata   :  22   AFG    : 89  
                              (Other): 100   (Other)      :1721   (Other):906  
                 SPECIES                    SUBSPECIES                      CONVARIET   
 NA                  :1925   NA                  :2443   NA                      :2472  
 sativum L.s.l.      :1438   sativum             : 960   vulgare Alef.           : 428  
 abyssinicum A.Br.   :  23   vavilovianum Gov.   :   8   speciosum (Dierb.) Alef.: 259  
 fulvum Sibth. et Sm.:  13   transcaucasicum Gov.:   6   medullare Alef.         : 134  
 elatius (M.B.) Stev.:  12   viridulogriseum Gov.:   4   speciosum (Dierb.) Alef :  72  
 syriacum (Berger) Le:   6   asiaticum Gov.      :   3   axiphium Alef.          :  56  
 (Other)             :  10   (Other)             :   3   (Other)                 :   6  
    YEAR_OBT      YEAR_INCL      PLANT_H_CM    H_1ST_FLOW    STEM_TH_1     STEM_TH_2  
 Min.   :1927   Min.   : 198   Min.   : 15   Min.   :  6   Min.   :  1   Min.   : 1   
 1st Qu.:1978   1st Qu.:1963   1st Qu.: 73   1st Qu.: 33   1st Qu.:  3   1st Qu.: 4   
 Median :1979   Median :1978   Median :112   Median : 48   Median :  3   Median : 5   
 Mean   :1978   Mean   :1972   Mean   :111   Mean   : 54   Mean   :  3   Mean   : 5   
 3rd Qu.:1980   3rd Qu.:1979   3rd Qu.:141   3rd Qu.: 70   3rd Qu.:  4   3rd Qu.: 6   
 Max.   :1985   Max.   :1985   Max.   :224   Max.   :165   Max.   :170   Max.   :65   
 NA's   :1693   NA's   :17     NA's   :548   NA's   :534   NA's   :535   NA's   :536  
   NO_BAS_BR     NO_OTH_BR     NO_1ST_FLO    NO_FLOW_NO     NO_INFL      NO_FLOWERS    BEG_FLOWER  
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 Min.   : 0    Min.   : 0    Min.   : 0    Min.   : 1    Min.   :  1   Min.   :  0   Min.   :  0   
 1st Qu.: 1    1st Qu.: 1    1st Qu.:10    1st Qu.: 7    1st Qu.:  8   1st Qu.: 11   1st Qu.: 62   
 Median : 2    Median : 2    Median :12    Median : 9    Median : 11   Median : 16   Median : 68   
 Mean   : 2    Mean   : 2    Mean   :12    Mean   : 9    Mean   : 12   Mean   : 20   Mean   : 67   
 3rd Qu.: 3    3rd Qu.: 3    3rd Qu.:14    3rd Qu.:11    3rd Qu.: 14   3rd Qu.: 24   3rd Qu.: 73   
 Max.   :17    Max.   :16    Max.   :24    Max.   :22    Max.   :104   Max.   :136   Max.   :116   
 NA's   :549   NA's   :663   NA's   :538   NA's   :549   NA's   :553   NA's   :574   NA's   :2440  
   END_FLOWER      REFLOWER       NO_PODS      NO_EMB_5P      NO_SEED_5P     SEEDW_1PL   
 Min.   : 30    Min.   :0      Min.   :  0   Min.   : 0     Min.   : 3     Min.   :  0   
 1st Qu.: 94    1st Qu.:0      1st Qu.: 10   1st Qu.:35     1st Qu.:26     1st Qu.: 10   
 Median :100    Median :0      Median : 13   Median :38     Median :30     Median : 15   
 Mean   :100    Mean   :0      Mean   : 15   Mean   :38     Mean   :29     Mean   : 18   
 3rd Qu.:106    3rd Qu.:0      3rd Qu.: 19   3rd Qu.:40     3rd Qu.:33     3rd Qu.: 21   
 Max.   :134    Max.   :1      Max.   :110   Max.   :75     Max.   :62     Max.   :123   
 NA's   :1546   NA's   :1374   NA's   :682   NA's   :1554   NA's   :1554   NA's   :2083  
   PROT_CONT     DBC_VALUE     L_LEAFLETS     W_LEAFLETS     L_STIPULES     W_STIPULES  
 Min.   : 9    Min.   :42    Min.   : 0     Min.   :  0    Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0    
 1st Qu.:23    1st Qu.:52    1st Qu.: 4     1st Qu.:  2    1st Qu.: 6     1st Qu.: 3    
 Median :24    Median :53    Median : 5     Median :  3    Median : 7     Median : 4    
 Mean   :24    Mean   :53    Mean   : 5     Mean   :  3    Mean   : 7     Mean   : 4    
 3rd Qu.:26    3rd Qu.:54    3rd Qu.: 6     3rd Qu.:  4    3rd Qu.: 8     3rd Qu.: 5    
 Max.   :35    Max.   :72    Max.   :26     Max.   :204    Max.   :14     Max.   :20    
 NA's   :717   NA's   :720   NA's   :1329   NA's   :1327   NA's   :1281   NA's   :1282  
   NO_LEAF_1L     NO_TEND_1L     L_INFLORES     L_INFL_1FL     L_INFL_2FL       L_POD     
 Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0     Min.   : 0    
 1st Qu.: 2     1st Qu.: 2     1st Qu.: 6     1st Qu.: 5     1st Qu.: 7     1st Qu.: 6    
 Median : 2     Median : 3     Median : 9     Median : 7     Median :10     Median : 6    
 Mean   : 2     Mean   : 3     Mean   : 9     Mean   : 8     Mean   :10     Mean   : 7    
 3rd Qu.: 3     3rd Qu.: 3     3rd Qu.:12     3rd Qu.:10     3rd Qu.:13     3rd Qu.: 7    
 Max.   :20     Max.   :55     Max.   :27     Max.   :25     Max.   :27     Max.   :14    
 NA's   :1330   NA's   :1318   NA's   :1283   NA's   :1396   NA's   :2344   NA's   :2306  
      TKV     
 Min.   : 20  
 1st Qu.:154  
 Median :190  
 Mean   :196  
 3rd Qu.:232  
 Max.   :490  
 NA's   :425  

From the output above we can survey several issues. Firstly we focus on the nature 

of some of the descriptors, such as accession = “acc” (accession number), 

“LINJETYP” (type of material), “YEAR_INCL” (year the accession was included in the 

collection), and “SEEDW_1PL” (seed yield per plant). The ”acc” descriptor is a type 

character and should be read as non-numeric descriptor. As it is an identification 

number in a collection, every number is only represented once. ”LINJETYP” is a type 

factor (categorical, non-numeric descriptor). ”YEAR_INCL” and ”SEED_1PL” are 

numeric descriptors (continuous numeric descriptors).  The length of the descriptor 

“acc” is 3427, which is the total number of accessions in the dataset. The list of 

factor levels for “LINJETYP” contains ”1”; ”E”; ”L”; ”NA”; ”V” and ”X”, and these are 

represented by 1; 592; 1614; 93; 1032 and 95 accessions, respectively. Note that 

the factor level unknown (NA) is 93 accessions. The next descriptor, ”LINE_CLASS”, 
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has 178 missing values. ”VARIETYNAM” is missing in 1449 accessions. ”SEEDW_1PL” 

has 2083 missing values. A descriptor which is almost complete is “YEAR_INCL”, 

which is missing in only 17 of the 3427 accessions. One obvious error is worth noting

for ”YEAR_INCL”, with value = 198. This accession was most likely included during 

the 1980s; however in the absence of further documentation we cannot know this 

and have had to and set it to missing = NA. 

We created an index for rows in data frame dn where “YEAR_INCL” values <= 1900 

and substitute those accessions with NA for “YEAR_INCL”. 

index <- dn$YEAR_INCL <= 1900  & !is.na(dn$YEAR_INCL)

dn[index,"YEAR_INCL"]

length(dn[index,"YEAR_INCL"])

dn[index,"YEAR_INCL"] <- NA

There are a variety of objectives for accession conservation in gene banks, so 

missing data is to be expected. Some accessions are kept because of a certain gene 

or trait. However, not all accessions in the collection have been scored for that gene 

or trait. The status for the numeric descriptor “SEEDW_1PL” (seed yield per plant) is 

that values are missing in 2083 of the 3427 accessions.  An easy descriptor that 

makes for inexpensive measurements is thousand grain weight (TKV). Here, only 

425 are missing.  It is common that collections contain several missing data. The 

present pea data is no exception in this regard.

Now we will look more thoroughly at the distribution of missing data. First, we assign

data frame dfn to x and then use the function sapply() to create a function to sum 

the number of missing values in each column of x. It is not necessary to save the 
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result from the function in an object before printed it. Simply place a left bracket 

before and right after the function and the result is printed: 

x <- dfn; (sapply(x, function(x) sum(is.na(x))))

       acc   LINJETYP LINE_CLASS VARIETYNAM COUNT_ORIG    SPECIES SUBSPECIES  CONVARIET NO_LEAF_1L 
         0          0          0          0          0          0          0          0       1330 
  YEAR_OBT  YEAR_INCL PLANT_H_CM H_1ST_FLOW  STEM_TH_1  STEM_TH_2  NO_BAS_BR  NO_OTH_BR NO_1ST_FLO 
      1693         18        548        534        535        536        549        663        538 
NO_FLOW_NO    NO_INFL NO_FLOWERS BEG_FLOWER END_FLOWER   REFLOWER    NO_PODS  NO_EMB_5P NO_SEED_5P 
       549        553        574       2440       1546       1374        682       1554       1554 
 SEEDW_1PL  PROT_CONT  DBC_VALUE L_LEAFLETS W_LEAFLETS L_STIPULES W_STIPULES NO_TEND_1L L_INFLORES 
      2083        717        720       1329       1327       1281       1282       1318       1283 
L_INFL_1FL L_INFL_2FL      L_POD        TKV 
      1396       2344       2306        425 

Note: we changed empty factor levels to NA (as NA is assumed to be a descriptor 

state).

Boxplots: To graphically show the distribution of observations

The distribution of numerical and categorical descriptors is often shown graphically 

using the boxplot method (Adler 2010).  A boxplot (sometimes called a box-and-

whisker plot) is a simple graphical display invented by John Tukey that summarizes 

the distribution of a set of observations. A standard boxplot consists of a "box" 

defined by the 25th and 75th percentiles with a line or point on the box at the median 

(50th percentile); a line (whisker) drawn from the 25th percentile to the smallest 

observation within one "step" of the 25th percentile (the lower adjacent value); and a

line (whisker) drawn from the 75th percentile to the largest observation within one 

"step" of the 75th percentile (the upper adjacent value). Observations more than one

step away from the box ends are plotted with a symbol (e.g. an asterisk) or line. 

Boxplots are used on several occasions to illustrate the variability of the different 

species' descriptors. Boxplot quickly allows readers to see: i) the centre of the data 

(the median), ii) the spread (variability) of the data, iii) the skewness of the data (by 

looking at the relative lengths of the box halves, and the whiskers), and iv) the 
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presence of any "unusual" (outside) values. Values outside the boxplot are not 

necessarily outliers or bad observations. Indeed, since most environmental data is 

right-skewed, numerous boxplots with outside values may be observed when 

plotting variables on their original scales.

The function plot(x,y) is a very general function for plotting x versus y graphs. When

the first variable x is a factor, the plot is a boxplot. The boxplot is suitable for 

graphical representation of numerical variables and factors with few levels (<= 10) 

(Figure 1). The printed output was two graphs of 4 rows and 4 columns. In the figure 

the first is presented to the left and the other second to the right.

We have developed a few practical functions and have also added some further 

functionality to some functions developed by others. With a view to practical work, 

the various functions you create can be stored in a script file that is accessible from 

all projects. This file is then read at the beginning of each project.

# ---------------------- get numerics  -----------------------------------#
# We want to select the columns interpreted as numeric
get.numerics <- function(df) {

column.nos <- c(1:length(df))
column.classes <- sapply(df,is.numeric)
numbers.with.numeric <- 

column.nos[column.classes]
mod.df <- df[numbers.with.numeric]

    }
# ----------------------- get factors  -----------------------------------#
# We want to select the columns interpreted as factor
get.factors <- function(df) {

column.nos <- c(1:length(df))
column.classes <- sapply(df,is.factor)
numbers.with.factors <- column.nos[column.classes]
mod.df <- df[numbers.with.factors]

    }
# ---------------------- get col names -----------------------------------#
get.colnames <- function(x){
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i <- 0
v <- as.character(1:length(x))
v
for (n in names(x)){
i <- i +1
v[i] <- n
#print(paste(i,n,sep="="))
}
v

}

Now we will look at the numeric descriptors.

dng <- get.numerics(dfn) # dng contains the numeric 

variables

# get the names of the variables
vn <- get.colnames(dng)
vno <- seq(length(vn)) # name number in the vn vector

We will show distribution shown by boxplot. 

par(mfrow=c(4,4) ) # set up a window with 4 rows and 4 
columns
# select the first 16 descriptors
for(i in 1:16){
 boxplot(dng[,c(vno[i])], main=paste(vn[i]),cex.axis=0.5,las 
=2)
}
# select the next 16 descriptors
for(i in 17:32){
 boxplot(dng[,c(vno[i])], main=paste(vn[i]),cex.axis=0.5,las 
=2)
}
par(mfrow=c(1,1) ) # it is good routine to set windows back
to normal
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Figure 1. Boxplot of numeric descriptors from the Pisum dataset. The boxplots of the 

first 4x4 are placed to the left in the figure and the second 4x4 are placed to the 

right. Some of the descriptors are very skewed; some have outliers, and some have 

a near-normal distribution.
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Histograms of numeric descriptors

The function hist() is a standard R function for plotting a histogram (Figure 2). We 

have added a few facilities to the standard function and named it NGBhist.

par(mfrow=c(4,4) ) # set up a window with 4 rows and 4 
columns
h <- "pea collection" # define a header for the diagrams
# select the first 16 descriptors
for(i in 1:16){
  NGBhist(dng[,c(vn[i])],vn[i],h)
}
# select the next 16 descriptors
for(i in 17:32){
  NGBhist(dng[,c(vn[i])],vn[i],h)
}
par(mfrow=c(1,1) ) # it is good routine to set windows back

to normal
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Figure 2. Histogram of the numeric descriptors from the Pisum dataset. The boxplots

of the first 4x4 are placed to the left in the figure and the second 4x4 are placed to 

the right. Some of the descriptors are very skewed; some have outliers, and some 

have a near-normal distribution.
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We used the function get.factors() to extract the factor descriptors in data frame 

dfn, name it dfg and print the first 6 rows using function head():

dfg <- get.factors(dnx) ; head(dfg)

   LINJETYP LINE_CLASS   VARIETYNAM COUNT_ORIG SPECIES SUBSPECIES CONVARIET
2         L         CV    Goldk÷nig         NA      NA         NA        NA
5         L         CV     Chenille         NA      NA         NA        NA
6         L         SE    Mummy-pea         NA      NA         NA        NA
11        L         SE           NA         NA      NA         NA        NA
19        L         CV        Glõn÷         NA      NA         NA        NA
21        L         SE Sval÷v 01001        SWE      NA         NA        NA

We list the levels of factor LINJETYP:

levels(dfg$LINJETYP)
 [1] "1"  "E"  "L"  "NA" "V"  "X" 

To save space here we do not include a graphic description of factors.

Scatter plot of yield vs. other numeric variables

The function pairs() is a standard R function for plotting the relationship between x 

and y for several descriptors in the same graph called a scatter plot matrix. Several 

extra facilities are available in addition to the standard function and added in 

NGBscatter() (Borcard et al 2011). We show a scatter plot of descriptor 1 (yield) vs. 

the first 11 numeric descriptors. The R function cor.test() estimates both the linear 

correlation and the probability that it is significant. Use of a modified function the 

linear correlation coefficient is shown in the lower left triangle (Figure 3). The 

diagonal of the figure contains the histograms. The upper right triangle shows the 

scatter plots between all pairs of descriptors with lowest smoothers. It is included 

here to illustrate the relationship between SEEDW_1PL and PLANT_H_CM.

cor(dngx$SEEDW_1PL,dngx$PLANT_H_CM, 

use="complete.obs")
[1] 0.404
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The graphical representation of the relationship between PLANT_H_CM and 

H_1ST_FLOW is quite useful.

The usual * marking for a correlation coefficient being significantly different from 

zero are indicated in the figure. However, it is important to be aware of how this is 

estimated. The following formula:  t=r √ n−2
1−r2 is used to test the null hypothesis 

that the correlation coefficient of a population from which the sample has been 

taken is zero. Under such conditions the t-test for significance of the product-

moment correlation coefficient r applies where n is the sample size. From the 

formulae we see that the correlation coefficient will be significantly different from 

zero if the sample contains a large n. It is obvious that the correlation on 0.67 

(marked with *** for significance) between “STEM_TH_1” and “STEM_TH_2” is 

nonsense as a single outlier observation is the factor responsible for the bias in the 

result. A scatterplot is a very helpful tool for detecting such meaningless correlations

and for the identification of outliers. 
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Figure 3. Scatterplot of the pea descriptor 1 (yield) vs. the first 11 numeric 

descriptors. The diagonal of the figure contains the histograms. The upper right 

triangle show the scatter plots between all pairs of descriptors with the lowest 

smoothers. The linear correlation coefficient is shown in the lower left triangle.
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Further analysis of the pea dataset

We observe that several of the distributions are skewed and some contain extremely

high values. We will use function boxplot() to look  more closely at some of them 

("STEM_TH_1","STEM_TH_2","NO_BAS_BR","NO_OTH_BR","NO_INFL","NO_FLOWERS",

"REFLOWER","NO_PODS","SEEDW_1PL","W_LEAFLETS","NO_LEAF_1L", and 

"NO_TEND_1L"). First, we will reorganize the data frame and place the above-

mentioned descriptors before the other numeric ones. We check the dimension of 

the created work data frame x and create a boxplot of the variables 13-24 (Figure 4).

x  <- 
pea3[,c(1:12,13:16,19:20,23:24,27,31,34,35,17:18,21:22,25:26,28:30,32:33,3
6:40)]
dim(x)
head(x,2)
boxplot(x[,13:24], cex.axis=0.7, las=2)
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Figure 4. Boxplot of the pea descriptors identified as skewed in the scatterplot 
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The function boxplot() places all the selected descriptors in the same figure using 

the same scale for all descriptors. It gives a nice picture of the distributions and 

facilitates the spotting of outliers in particular. After some discussion, we agreed to 

remove the outliers of "STEM_TH_1","STEM_TH_2" and "W_LEAFLETS", and store the 

corrected data frame as pea.

index <- x$"STEM_TH_1" < 20 & !is.na(x$"STEM_TH_1")
x[!index,"STEM_TH_1"] <- NA
index <- x$"STEM_TH_2" < 20 & !is.na(x$"STEM_TH_2")
x[!index,"STEM_TH_2"] <- NA
index <- x$"W_LEAFLETS" < 20 & !is.na(x$"W_LEAFLETS")
x[!index,"W_LEAFLETS"] <- NA
pea <- x

Now we will test the selected descriptors for normality (Crawley 2005). 

# ---- Test for skewness -------------------------------------------------#
skewness.test <- function(x){
    x <- x[!is.na(x)]
    m3 <- sum((x-mean(x))^3)/length(x)

s3 <- sqrt(var(x))^3
skewness <- m3/s3
#skew.t <- skewness/sqrt(6/length(x))
skew.p <- 1-pt(skewness/sqrt(6/length(x)),length(x)-2)
pt <- round(skew.p,4)

}

x <- pea[,13:24];       p.norm <- sapply(x, function(x) 
skewness.test(x) )
x <- log1p(pea[,13:24]);  p.log <- sapply(x, function(x) 
skewness.test(x) )
x <- sqrt(pea[,13:24]); p.sqrt <- sapply(x, function(x) 
skewness.test(x) )
skew.table <- rbind(p.norm,p.log,p.sqrt)
skew.table

       STEM_TH_1 STEM_TH_2 NO_BAS_BR NO_OTH_BR NO_INFL NO_FLOWERS REFLOWER NO_PODS
p.norm    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000    0.0000       0          0        0       0
p.log     0.1923    1.0000    0.9970    0.9993       0          1        0       1
p.sqrt    0.0000    0.9885    0.9976    0.9999       0          0        0       0
       SEEDW_1PL W_LEAFLETS NO_LEAF_1L NO_TEND_1L
p.norm    0.0000     0.1052     0.0000          0
p.log     0.9928     1.0000     0.1011          0
p.sqrt    0.0000     1.0000     0.0000          0
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The log() and sqrt() transformation is used and the result shows that the distribution 

of descriptor “W_LEAFLETS” is not significantly different from the normal 

distribution. All the others, however, are. If normality is assumed for a statistical 

analysis, then the log() transformation can be used for the following descriptors: 

STEM_TH_1, STEM_TH_2, NO_BAS_BR, NO_OTH_BR, NO_FLOWERS, NO_PODS, 

SEEDW_1PL, W_LEAFLETS and NO_LEAF_1L (see Figure 5). Neither log() nor sqrt() 

transformations are useful for the descriptors: NO_INFL, REFLOWER and 

NO_TEND_1L. Other transformation options must be searched for if normality is 

assumed for them.

We select the nine descriptors and show the boxplot of the log transformed data

(Figure 5)

x <- 
pea[,c("STEM_TH_1","STEM_TH_2","NO_BAS_BR","NO_OTH_BR","NO_FLOWERS
","NO_PODS",
"SEEDW_1PL","W_LEAFLETS","NO_LEAF_1L")]
boxplot(log1p(x),cex.axis=0.7,las=2)
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Figure 5. Boxplot of the pea log transformed descriptors identified as skew in the 

scatterplot 
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Although the nine transformed descriptors are shown in the same figure with the 

same scale, their distributions are now easier to see and compare. We used tree 

regression analysis, in which yield descriptors were important for predicting yield 

and. Using the function match() we identified the common descriptors for the two 

traits.

We will now calculate the mean and sd of the descriptors selected as important in a 

tree regression analysis. We also calculate the relative variation: Coefficient of 

variation: CV <- sd/mean*100 cf (Snedecor and Cochran1973). We combine the 

values in a table

pyc.m <- apply(pea.pyc,2,mean,na.rm=TRUE)
pyc.sd <- apply(pea.pyc,2,sd,na.rm=TRUE)
pyc.cv <- pyc.sd*100/pyc.m
tablepyc <- rbind(pyc.m,pyc.sd,pyc.cv)
tablepyc

       SEEDW_1PL PROT_CONT NO_FLOWERS NO_INFL NO_PODS   TKV STEM_TH_2 END_FLOWER STEM_TH_1
pyc.m       18.7     23.94       26.7   14.82   17.53 195.9      4.59       97.2     3.160
pyc.sd      13.7      2.46       17.7    7.66    9.03  66.9      1.12       10.4     0.727
pyc.cv      73.7     10.28       66.2   51.67   51.48  34.2     24.40       10.7    22.997
       BEG_FLOWER NO_OTH_BR PLANT_H_CM H_1ST_FLOW L_POD L_INFLORES NO_1ST_FLO NO_BAS_BR DBC_VALUE
pyc.m       67.48      1.96        109       55.9  6.29       8.55       12.2      2.20     52.91
pyc.sd       9.75      1.90         36       24.9  1.28       3.40        3.1      1.19      1.82
pyc.cv      14.44     97.37         33       44.6 20.30      39.72       25.4     54.19      3.44
       NO_SEED_5P L_LEAFLETS NO_EMB_5P L_STIPULES
pyc.m       29.59      4.878     37.75       6.84
pyc.sd       5.75      0.947      4.97       1.60
pyc.cv      19.42     19.410     13.17      23.35
>

CV is useful for first impression of variability of collected material.

We want to calculate the averages of the levels of the factor descriptor LINE_CLASS. 

First, we define pea.pyc$acc from the row.names.

Then we can get the categorical descriptor LINE_CLASS from pea and merge it with 

pea.pyc

pea.pyc$acc <- row.names(pea.pyc)
x <- merge(pea[,c(1,3)],pea.pyc)
head(x)
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   acc LINE_CLASS SEEDW_1PL PROT_CONT NO_FLOWERS NO_INFL NO_PODS TKV STEM_TH_2 END_FLOWER STEM_TH_1
1  100         CV        41      20.0         50      27      37 300       6.2         94       3.8
2 1001         XD        15      26.3         22      13      21 205       5.2         96       2.6
3 1009         SE        17      24.5         16      13      13 320       3.2         94       2.3
4 1017         XD         9      28.4         18      11      17 220       5.9         93       4.4
5 1018         MU        15      26.6         21      19      16 240       3.9         98       3.1
6  102         CV        11      27.3         26      21      14 175       4.2         89       3.6
  BEG_FLOWER NO_OTH_BR PLANT_H_CM H_1ST_FLOW L_POD L_INFLORES NO_1ST_FLO NO_BAS_BR DBC_VALUE
1         71         2        177         71    NA         NA         11         2      54.0
2         66         1        125         83    NA         NA         15         1      54.9
3         57         2        101         43    NA         NA         11         1      52.7
4         70         0         48         33    NA         NA         14         1      51.3
5         52         1         90         34    NA         NA          9         2      53.8
6         49         0         43          6    NA         NA          5         2      54.4
  NO_SEED_5P L_LEAFLETS NO_EMB_5P L_STIPULES
1         20         NA        38         NA
2         30         NA        49         NA
3         24         NA        32         NA
4         20         NA        36         NA
5         24         NA        32         NA
6         27         NA        38         NA
>

dim(x)
LINE_CLASS.av <- aggregate(x[,c(3:24)], by = 
list(av=x$LINE_CLASS), mean, na.rm = TRUE)
row.names(LINE_CLASS.av) <- LINE_CLASS.av$av
LINE_CLASS.av

[1] 1222   24

   av SEEDW_1PL PROT_CONT NO_FLOWERS NO_INFL NO_PODS TKV STEM_TH_2 END_FLOWER STEM_TH_1 BEG_FLOWER
CO CO      23.6      22.7       34.4    14.9    17.7 176      4.16      102.2      2.93       71.3
CV CV      17.3      24.5       17.6    11.1    12.6 217      4.69       96.0      3.31       67.2
LR LR      21.8      22.6       28.4    12.6    16.8 207      4.85      100.9      3.41       72.1
M   M      15.0      24.6       23.0    16.0    20.0 200      5.40        NaN      2.90       62.0
MU MU      16.1      24.7       24.5    17.2    19.6 208      4.88       92.3      3.23       63.7
PO PO      12.1      22.5       34.9    25.6    30.3 116      3.84       96.0      2.66       68.0
SE SE      18.4      23.9       24.2    13.0    17.5 209      4.78       93.5      3.26       65.0
XD XD      14.5      24.8       26.3    17.4    20.2 189      4.85       94.8      3.25       66.0
   NO_OTH_BR PLANT_H_CM H_1ST_FLOW L_POD L_INFLORES NO_1ST_FLO NO_BAS_BR DBC_VALUE NO_SEED_5P
CO      2.62      122.2       64.5  5.70       8.68       13.3      2.62      52.8       30.4
CV      1.43       96.4       45.0  6.86       8.46       10.7      1.56      53.1       31.5
LR      1.71      126.3       73.2  7.00       7.73       13.9      1.83      53.6       31.9
M       2.00      137.0       73.0   NaN        NaN       12.0      1.00      52.9       26.0
MU      1.75      102.8       51.2  6.23       9.13       11.9      2.23      52.9       27.3
PO      2.86      120.7       56.9  5.00      10.00       13.1      2.86      52.9       29.3
SE      1.74      103.1       55.3  6.24       8.42       12.2      2.11      53.1       29.2
XD      1.73      107.5       56.8  6.17       8.56       12.2      2.23      52.7       28.4
   L_LEAFLETS NO_EMB_5P L_STIPULES
CO       4.84      36.6       6.92
CV       4.97      38.9       6.92
LR       5.09      38.5       7.64
M         NaN      40.0        NaN
MU       4.93      37.0       6.93
PO       4.00      36.3       6.00
SE       4.63      38.3       6.64
XD       4.81      38.7       5.06

Now we can create a bivariate boxplot of yield and protein for LINE_CLASS means 

(Figure 6).This type of boxplot is useful to indicate correlation as well as possible 

outliers. It consists of two concentric ellipses, one of which (the “hince”) includes 

50% of the data and the other (the “fence”) and one which delineates potential 

outliers. Furthermore, regression lines of both y on x and x on y are shown, with 

their intersection showing the bivariate location of the estimator. The size of the 
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angle between the regression lines indicates the correlation (Goldberg, and Iglewicz 

1992; Everitt and Hothorn, 2011).

a <- LINE_CLASS.av[,c(2,3)]
lbox2D(a,"2D boxplot ")

Figure 6. Bivariate boxplot of average yield and protein per accession for 

LINE_CLASS means. In general, LR and CO accessions have low protein but high 

yield. PO material is close to the edge and low for both protein and yield. 
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The barley dataset: Corrections of obvious errors

We import the comma-separated Excel file (as described above) and print the first 

and last two rows in order to check that all data have been imported:

Inp  <- read.csv2("./Barley_morph_agric_Jan_v2.csv",  
header=TRUE,sep=";", dec=",",skip=0) #
# remember decimal point
head(inp ,2);tail(inp ,2)

    SOURCE         NAME         Name DHE DMA DHM PH LOD RPM ROBB Rg1 RNO SGS SNS GLWT  SL
1 VIR17264 1ratt.Archer 1RATT.ARCHER  55  33  88 90   7   5    3   -   2  26  26    1 8.5
2      NGB 1ratt.Archer 1RATT.ARCHER   0   0   0 90   7   5    3   -   2  24  24    1 8.0
  SD H_L ARG CCO RHL  KWT LCO KSV
1  4   4   2   2   2 37.6   2   2
2  4   4   2   2   2 30.0   2   2
      SOURCE          NAME          Name DHE DMA DHM PH LOD RPM ROBB Rg1 RNO SGS SNS GLWT
385 VIR25118 Zita.Pajbjerg ZITA.PAJBJERG  45  31  76 85   7   3    5   -   2  22  22    1
386  NGB7236 Zita.Pajbjerg ZITA.PAJBJERG  45  31  76 85   7   3    5   -   2  22  22    1
    SL SD H_L ARG CCO RHL  KWT LCO KSV
385  7  3   4   2   2   2 38.4   1   2
386  7  3   4   2   2   2 43.6   1   2

We will now check for missing values in the file. The function below finds how many 

data are missing in each of the variables.

print(sapply(inp, function(x) sum(is.na(x)) ))

SOURCE   NAME   Name    DHE    DMA    DHM     PH    LOD    RPM   ROBB    Rg1    RNO 
     0      0      0      7      7      7      7     13     20     20      0     19 
   SGS    SNS   GLWT     SL     SD    H_L    ARG    CCO    RHL    KWT    LCO    KSV 
    23     23     23     23     35     23     24     43     23     26     12      0 

In the summary we found that the descriptor states of descriptor Pg1 are:  123 = 

empty, 188 = “-“, 74 = “+” and 1 = “0”. Pg1 is number 11 in names of inp and we 

can get the same information using a summary of that descriptor.

summary(inp[,11])
> summary(inp[,11])
      -   +   0 
123 188  74   1 

           

We get the number of rows in the data frame and calculate the number divided by 2.

nrow(inp)
nrow(inp)/2
[1] 386
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[1] 193

We expect to find 193 pair of accessions.

In the summary we found that two NGB numbers are double and Name = RIEGEL is 

found 4 times. 

Now we create an index to find the fourName = RIEGEL in inp:

index <- inp$Name == "RIEGEL"
 inp[index,]

      SOURCE   Name DHE DMA DHM PH LOD RPM ROBB RNO SGS SNS GLWT  SL SD H_L ARG CCO RHL
303 VIR17451 RIEGEL  46  33  79 90   3   3    7   2  22  22    1 7.0  4   4   2   1   2
304  NGB8818 RIEGEL  46  33  79 90   7   3    5   2  20  20    1 9.0  1   4   2   1   2
305 VIR21879 RIEGEL  45  31  76 95   5   5    7   2  22  22    1 7.0  3   4   2   2   2
306  NGB1501 RIEGEL  45  31  76 95   5   5    7   2  24  24    1 6.5  3   4   2   2   2
     KWT LCO KSV
303 44.8  NA   2
304 43.6   1   2
305 43.8   1   2
306 38.4  21   2
>

Descriptor LCO is NA for row.name 303 and is 21 for row.name 306. In the descriptor

table we find that it can only take the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. We drop row 303 and 

306 in inp, again print the result using the index and check that the number of rows 

has been reduced by 2, to 384.

inp <- inp[-c(303,306),]
index <- inp$Name == "RIEGEL"
inp[index,]
nrow(inp)

      SOURCE   Name DHE DMA DHM PH LOD RPM ROBB RNO SGS SNS GLWT SL SD H_L ARG CCO RHL
304  NGB8818 RIEGEL  46  33  79 90   7   3    5   2  20  20    1  9  1   4   2   1   2
305 VIR21879 RIEGEL  45  31  76 95   5   5    7   2  22  22    1  7  3   4   2   2   2
     KWT LCO KSV
304 43.6   1   2
305 43.8   1   2

 [1] 384

In order to economize on space we refer to the manual for further corrections for 

duplicated or almost equal id names etc.
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We will check for outliers and use x temporary for data frame d, 

h is the header for the diagrams:

x <- d 
h <- "VIRNGB Barley" 
vn <- get.colnames(x);
vn

[1] "Name"     "SOURCE.V" "SOURCE.N" "DHE.V"    "DHE.N"    "DMA.V"    "DMA.N"    "DHM.V"    "DHM.N"   
[10] "PH.V"     "PH.N"     "LOD.V"    "LOD.N"    "RPM.V"    "RPM.N"    "ROBB.V"   "ROBB.N"   "RNO.V"   
[19] "RNO.N"    "SGS.V"    "SGS.N"    "SNS.V"    "SNS.N"    "GLWT.V"   "GLWT.N"   "SL.V"     "SL.N"    
[28] "SD.V"     "SD.N"     "H_L.V"    "H_L.N"    "ARG.V"    "ARG.N"    "CCO.V"    "CCO.N"    "RHL.V"   
[37] "RHL.N"    "KWT.V"    "KWT.N"    "LCO.V"    "LCO.N"    "KSV.V"    "KSV.N"   

We create a graph with multiple graphs and use a parallel boxplot to show the 

variability of the pairwise descriptors (Everitt & Hothorn 2010). The graph shows the

variables from 4 to 21 (Figure 7). 

par(mfrow=c(3,6) ) 
for(i in 4:21){  boxplot(x[,c(vn[i])], xlab=vn[i], 
ylab="score") }
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Figure 7. Boxplot of nine pairwise VIR vs. NGB barley descriptors. Comparing the 

distribution between VIR and NGB pairs, it is obvious that a very high value in DHE.N

is an outlier. DMA.N and DMS.N have 0 as very low outliers.
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Inspection of the summary and the boxplots indicates that there are problems with 

descriptor DHE. We therefore want to find the strange accessions. The DHE.N was 

wrong in accession 1, 86 and 145.

index <- (x$DHE.N > 500 | x$DHE.N <=0) & !
is.na(x$DHE.N) 
x[index,]
                            
            Name SOURCE.V SOURCE.N DHE.V DHE.N DMA.V DMA.N DHM.V DHM.N PH.V PH.N LOD.V LOD.N RPM.V RPM.N
1   1RATT.ARCHER VIR17264 NGB10708    55     0    33     0    88     0   90   90     7     7     5     5
86     HJA.71384 VIR27409  NGB4491    44     0    32     0    76     0   70    0    NA     0    NA     0
145    PRINCESSE VIR30431 NGB12230    41   554    32    34    73    88   90   90     3     3     3     3
    ROBB.V ROBB.N RNO.V RNO.N SGS.V SGS.N SNS.V SNS.N GLWT.V GLWT.N SL.V SL.N SD.V SD.N H_L.V H_L.N ARG.V
1        3      3     2     2    26    24    26    24      1      1  8.5    8    4    4     4     4     2
86      NA      0    NA     0    NA     0    NA     0     NA      0   NA    0   NA   NA    NA     0    NA
145      5      5     2     2    20    24    20    24      1      1  8.0    7    2    4     4     4     2
    ARG.N CCO.V CCO.N RHL.V RHL.N KWT.V KWT.N LCO.V LCO.N KSV.V KSV.N
1       2     2     2     2     2  37.6  30.0     2     2     2     2
86     NA    NA     0    NA     0    NA   0.0     2     1     2     2
145     2     2     2     2     2  41.6  40.4     1     1     2     2

Not only DHE.N was suspicious. We identified and corrected 9 other descriptors as 

well. Boxplots of the first nine pairs are included here (Figure 8). Boxplots are useful 

for inspecting binary response variables (Crawley 2013).
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Figure 8. Boxplot of nine pairwise VIR vs NGB barley descriptors corrected for 

outliers.
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Paired T tests

Now we are ready for the first statistical analysis. By using the standard function 

t.test() we can create a function “pair.t.test”, which performs a T test of our paired 

VIR and NGB descriptors. The default for the plot is FALSE.

pair.t.test <- function(df,n,vn,plt) # plt = TRUE for plot 
otherwise FALSE
   {
   a <- data.frame(df[,c(vn[n])],df[,c(vn[n+1])])
   names(a) <- c(vn[n],vn[n+1])
   # head(a); nrow(a)
   a <- na.omit(a) # remove all rows containing one or more
missing data
   x <- a[,1]
   y <- a[,2]
   print(t.test(x, y,paired=TRUE))
    if(plt){
               plot(x, y, xlab = vn[n], ylab = vn[n+1] )
               abline(0,1)
               abline( h=mean(y,na.rm=T), 
v=mean(x,na.rm=T) )
               r <- round(cor(x,y),2)
               h <- paste("VIR and NGB correlation coefficient = 
",r,sep="")
               title(main=h)
               print(h)
              }
   }

We make a temporary data frame x; define a header "h" for the diagrams, and 

create a vector "vn" with the descriptor names:

X <- barley3 # use x temporary for barley3
h <- "VIRNGB Barley" 
vn <- get.colnames(x)

We begin the pairwise test of the descriptors 4-43 with descriptor 4 and 5 and step 

up with 2.

To save space in the output we plot only the first pair of DHE descriptors against 

each other (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Relationship between DHE.N and DHE.V

[1] "DHE.V"
[1] "DHE.N"

       Paired t-test

data:  x and y
t = -0.923, df = 179, p-value = 0.3572
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
 -0.1569  0.0569
sample estimates:
mean of the differences 
                  -0.05 

[1] "VIR and NGB correlation coefficient = 0.97"
next pair 6 and 7 
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The mean difference; -0.05, is not significant when we have 179 degrees of freedom 

in the t-test. A few points (in this case, pairs of accessions with the same or similar 

names) are not on the diagonal line. However, the majority of pairs are exactly the 

same. We should note that a certain point is shown only once; in other words, we 

cannot see how many values are behind each point.

Now we want to show the distribution of the 20 differences stored previously in data 

frame z by means of a boxplot (Figure 10). 

x <- z
h <- "VIRNGB Barley" # define a header for the diagrams
vn <- get.colnames(x);
par(mfrow=c(3,7) ) # create a graph with multiple graphs
for(i in 1:20){  boxplot(x[,c(vn[i])], xlab=vn[i], ylab="V-N 
difference") }
par(mfrow=c(1,1) ) # reset the graph window to (1,1)
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Figure 10. Boxplot of the 20 barley descriptor differences VIR – NGB
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This graph shows that there are some pairs that are different for most traits (here 

spotted as value different from 0). However, since the study was conducted without 

replicates, we cannot say that the differences are significant.  Another way of 

representing the same finding is through a histogram. 

The red clover dataset

In the following we use the red clover dataset. We have already imported the data 

into R and checked for missing values (details not shown). We would now like to get 

an overview of the various descriptors with respect to the research question whether

traits have changed over the various generations of wild material (A, B, C). For 

purposes of comparison, commercial cultivars (V) are included. We developed a 

function varsplot() to show boxplots to illustrate this overview (Figure 11):

Df <- redclover[,c(5,8:20)]; 

varsboxplot(df,”allacc”,1,2,14,4,4)
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Figure 11. Boxplot of the distribution of the UPOV and numeric descriptors of red 

clover across all accessions where A = originally collected material, B = the first ex 

situ generation, C = the second ex situ generation and V = cultivar.
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We print the levels of “Acc_Code” and “Acc”. Then we create a data frame x to 

contain the results from 

the function split() which we use to separate the data frame red clover By “Acc”:

levels(redclover$Acc_Code)
levels(redclover$Acc)
x <- split(redclover,redclover$Acc)

[1] "1A" "1B" "1C" "2A" "2B" "2C" "3A" "3B" "4A" "4B" "4C" "5A" "5B" "6A" "6B" "7A" "7B"
[18] "8A" "8B" "C1" "C2" "C3" "C4" "C5" "C6" "C7" "C8"

[1] "1"  "2"  "3"  "4"  "5"  "6"  "7"  "8"  "C1" "C2" "C3" "C4" "C5" "C6" "C7" "C8"

Then we create a data frame for each of the separated 8 wild accessions:

 acc1 <- x$"1"
 acc2 <- x$"2"
 acc3 <- x$"3"
 acc4 <- x$"4"
 acc5 <- x$"5"
 acc6 <- x$"6"
 acc7 <- x$"7"
 acc8 <- x$"8"

For accession “acc1” we show the distribution of the UPOV and numeric descriptors 

(Figure 12). This can be done for all accessions to spot if there are any of the 

accessions that stand out in this respect.

df <- acc1[,c(5,8:20)]; varsboxplot(df,"acc1",1,2,14,4,4)
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Figure 12. Boxplot of the distribution of the UPOV and numeric descriptors of red 

clover accessions 1 where A = originally collected material, B = the first ex situ 

generation and C = the second ex situ generation.
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Heatmap

Now we want to analyse the relationship between the measured (continuous 

numeric) descriptors and the accession averages, using the function heatmap () 

(Adler 2010). The function heatmap in R is comparable to a “two way cluster 

analysis”, where the margins of a graph show a dendrogram of the individuals and 

the variables respectively. The graph shows different colours based on dissimilarity 

in results. The figure shows a heat map plot which visualizes the relationship 

between accessions and descriptors. The plotted grid shows a box for each factor 

combination which is encoded with a colour depending on the size of the 

dissimilarity index. Identical colours indicate the same response (Figure 13). The 

heat map also plots a dendrogram from a cluster analysis showing the hierarchy of 

values for both accessions and descriptors. The clusters seen in the dendrogram 

were identified by the function hclust method “complete” in R. An advantage of 

using heatmap is that it shows the relationship simultaneously for all the analysed 

accessions. Another set of accessions may give another picture. With the descriptors

used here, two main clusters of accessions were identified. One contained all the 

eight cultivar types with names beginning with a C. The other has two sub-clusters 

consisting of the wild accessions and their ex situ generations. Their names begin 

with a number for the accession followed by a letter where A = original or first 

generation, B = second generation and C = third generation. The first sub-cluster 

includes both generations of accession 8 (8A and 8B) and accession 3 (3A and 3B) 

together with the originally collected material of accession 1 (1A). The colours in the

grid of the descriptors “Hair” and “GrowHab” are nearly the same for all five 

accessions. The second cluster contained the other generations of accession 1 (1B 

and 1C). Accession 1B and 2B responded a little differently to the different 
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descriptors (cf. the colours in the grid). Therefore they are not placed in the same 

sub-cluster. Both generations of accession 5 are placed in the same sub-cluster, 

mainly because they are similar for the descriptors “Flow”, “EarlyG” and “GrowHab”.

The other accessions and generations are all in the second cluster but in various 

sub-clusters.   

Figure 13.Heatmap showing the relationship between generations and accessions for

the given descriptors.
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Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference

We use the function aov() with Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (Crawley 2013) 

and we use the “x” as a temporary data frame for ”acc1”. Instead of working out 

one descriptor at the time, we work out each step for all eight descriptors, resulting 

in eight new objects. For the details we refer to the manual.  To save space we show 

only the results for the first descriptor Weight

> summary(Weight.aovx); Weight.hsdGenx; #plot(Weight.hsdGenx); title(sub="Weight")
            Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value  Pr(>F)
Gen          2  12390    6195    11.9 4.3e-05
Residuals   61  31768     521                
2 observations deleted due to missingness
  Tukey multiple comparisons of means
    95% family-wise confidence level

Fit: aov(formula = Weight ~ Gen, data = x)

$Gen
     diff    lwr  upr p adj
B-A 26.28   9.34 43.2 0.001
C-A 31.41  14.88 47.9 0.000
C-B  5.13 -11.81 22.1 0.748

We combined the results from all eight descriptors in one table and printed the table

table.hsdGenx <- rbind(Weight.Genxp, 
Flow.Genxp,StemL.Genxp,StemT.Genxp,
Nodes.Genxp,LeafL.Genxp,LeafW.Genxp,DiamEa.Genxp)

table.hsdacc1 <- table.hsdGenx # accession 1
table.hsdacc1

       diff     lwr    upr p.adj descriptor
B-A  26.282   9.345 43.219 0.001     Weight
C-A  31.409  14.880 47.938 0.000     Weight
C-B   5.127 -11.810 22.064 0.748     Weight
B-A1  3.877  -4.955 12.710 0.546       Flow
C-A1  9.818   1.198 18.438 0.022       Flow
C-B1  5.941  -2.892 14.774 0.247       Flow
B-A2 20.505  11.297 29.712 0.000      StemL
C-A2 29.000  20.015 37.985 0.000      StemL
C-B2  8.495  -0.712 17.703 0.076      StemL
B-A3  0.861   0.455  1.267 0.000      StemT
C-A3  0.845   0.449  1.242 0.000      StemT
C-B3 -0.015  -0.421  0.391 0.995      StemT
B-A4  1.477   0.071  2.883 0.037      Nodes
C-A4  2.409   1.037  3.781 0.000      Nodes
C-B4  0.932  -0.474  2.338 0.257      Nodes
B-A5  4.073  -0.789  8.935 0.118      LeafL
C-A5  6.682   1.937 11.427 0.004      LeafL
C-B5  2.609  -2.253  7.471 0.407      LeafL
B-A6  3.677   0.798  6.557 0.009      LeafW
C-A6  3.773   0.963  6.583 0.006      LeafW
C-B6  0.095  -2.784  2.975 0.997      LeafW
B-A7  1.000  -0.457  2.457 0.234     DiamEa
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C-A7  0.500  -0.957  1.957 0.690     DiamEa
C-B7 -0.500  -1.957  0.957 0.690     DiamEa

We add row.names as a column to the data frame and we create an index for the 

significant differences. We also create the data frame with results, which we print 

and print the number of significant differences. We save the significant differences 

as an Excel file.

table.hsdacc1 <- table.hsdGenx
table.hsdacc1
table.hsdacc1$comp <- row.names(table.hsdacc1)
index <- table.hsdacc1$p.adj < 0.05 & !
is.na(table.hsdacc1$p.adj)
acc1.hsd <- table.hsdacc1[index,]
acc1.hsd; nrow(acc1.hsd)
write.csv2(acc1.hsd,"acc1.hsd.csv",row.names=FALSE)

       diff    lwr   upr p.adj descriptor comp
B-A  26.282  9.345 43.22 0.001     Weight  B-A
C-A  31.409 14.880 47.94 0.000     Weight  C-A
C-A1  9.818  1.198 18.44 0.022       Flow C-A1
B-A2 20.505 11.297 29.71 0.000      StemL B-A2
C-A2 29.000 20.015 37.98 0.000      StemL C-A2
B-A3  0.861  0.455  1.27 0.000      StemT B-A3
C-A3  0.845  0.449  1.24 0.000      StemT C-A3
B-A4  1.477  0.071  2.88 0.037      Nodes B-A4
C-A4  2.409  1.037  3.78 0.000      Nodes C-A4
C-A5  6.682  1.937 11.43 0.004      LeafL C-A5
B-A6  3.677  0.798  6.56 0.009      LeafW B-A6
C-A6  3.773  0.963  6.58 0.006      LeafW C-A6

[1] 12

From here it is possible to find which results are significant based on the given 

details. We stop the analysis here. 

4. Concluding remarks

With the use of three different datasets we have shown how R can be applied to spot

problems, survey collections, compare collections and describe and test relationship 

among specific descriptors or accessions. These are only examples. There are great 
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opportunities for further analysis. A wide genetic variation is found in most crop 

species. The two principal genebank objectives are (1) conservation of crop diversity

and (2) provision of materials for breeding and research. To fulfil the latter mission it 

is of major importance that the material in the genebanks is described and the 

information made available to relevant stakeholders. By means of the statistical 

system R, we have identified a set of common problems and developed tools to 

move forward. We know that this is a long-term process, but we hope that our 

example may serve as a contribution to such a process. 
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